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Submissions should not exceed 30000 types (bibliography included).
Abstract should not exceed 15 lines. English version is required; if the language used in the paper
is different from English, author/s can add another abstract in the preferred language.
The text should be single spaced and should be divided into numbered paragraphs (arabic
numerals). Each page should contain about 35 lines (ca. 2000 types per page, spaces included).
Font: Palat ino Linotype, pt 10. For Greek characters please use the font family Greek. Other font
types should be used, if needed for special purposes, but they must be attached separately to the
email. We recommend the use of SILDoulosIPA for phonet ic symbols.
Short quotat ions should be incorporated into the text and enclosed in double quotat ion marks.
Quotat ions exceeding 3 lines should be typed in a separate indented paragraph (pt 9), avoiding
quotat ions marks. Left and right indentat ion is set to 1 cm.
Footnotes (pt 8) should precede periods and commas and should be numbered consecut ively
throughout the manuscript with superscript Arabic numerals.
Double quotat ion marks are preferred (angle brackets should be avoided).

Capitals, bold and underlined characters should be avoided (they should be used only if necessary
for special purposes).
Bibliographical references in-text should follow the Author-date system, e.g.: (Verdi, 2000: 3239).
Figures and tables should be centred (max. 10 cm in width), capt ions should follow each
figure/table.
Hyperlinks must be all black and should not be underlined.
Page numbers will be added later, avoid footers or headers.
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